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Cluster synchronization is a phenomenon in which a network self-organizes into a pattern of synchronized
sets. It has been shown that diverse patterns of stable cluster synchronization can be captured by symmetries
of the network. Here we establish a theoretical basis to divide an arbitrary pattern of symmetry clusters into
independently synchronizable cluster sets, in which the synchronization stability of the individual clusters in
each set is decoupled from that in all the other sets. Using this framework, we suggest a new approach to find
permanently stable chimera states by capturing two or more symmetry clusters—at least one stable and one
unstable—that compose the entire fully symmetric network.
Synchronization is a collective network behavior in which
the states of the interacting units evolve in step with each
other [1], as observed in animal flocking [2], the coordinated
firing of neurons [3–5], and the synchronous operation of
power generators [6]. Beyond the complete synchronization
of all units, significant progress has been made on under-
standing more complex forms of synchronization, including
cluster synchronization [7–13] and chimera states [14–27]. In
particular, cluster synchronization (CS), in which clusters of
nodes exhibit synchronized dynamics, has seen recent break-
throughs: rigorous relations based on group theory have been
established between patterns of synchronous clusters and the
symmetries of the network structure [11, 12]. Network sym-
metry can be used to explain various forms of collective be-
havior, such as remote synchronization, in which two nodes
are synchronized despite being connected only through asyn-
chronous ones [28], and isolated desynchronization, in which
the synchronization of some clusters is broken without dis-
turbing other clusters [11, 12, 29, 30].
Chimera states, which are characterized by the coexistence
of both coherent and incoherent dynamics within the same
state, are also intimately related to symmetry. Since the ini-
tial discovery [14] and subsequent analysis [15] of such states,
numerous studies have found—numerically, analytically, and
experimentally—that chimera states can be observed in a
wide range of systems (see the review in Ref. [22] and the
references therein). However, it was recently found that
chimeras in finite-size networks can be long-lived but tran-
sient states [17] (i.e., the system will eventually settle onto a
simpler state, such as complete synchronization). This raised
a fundamental question: are permanently stable chimeras pos-
sible with a finite number of oscillators [31]? Evidence for
the affirmative answer has so far been limited to numeri-
cal simulations [21, 23, 26] (notable exceptions are two case
studies with stability analysis: one for “weak” chimeras in
bistable populations of phase oscillators [27] and the other for
a four-node network of delay-coupled opto-electronic oscil-
lators [25]). Our approach for addressing this problem is to
identify symmetry-based “templates” for chimeras: a partition
of the network into synchronization clusters including both a
stable one and an unstable one.
In this Letter, we develop a general framework that can be
used to systematically search for such partitions and, more-
over, to characterize any symmetry-based CS patterns in a net-
work. Specifically, we establish that, for any given partition
of a network into symmetry clusters, we can uniquely identify
groups of clusters in which those in the same group must have
the same stability while those from different groups can have
different stability (see Fig. 1 for an example). In particular, a
single cluster forming a group by itself would be a candidate
for the stable cluster in a permanently stable chimera state. We
show that these groups can be computed efficiently and pro-
vide examples of finding permanent chimeras using this ap-
proach. The decoupling of stability between different groups
of clusters is derived using a cluster-based coordinate trans-
formation, which is much simpler and is demonstrated to be
faster to compute than the one based on the group-theoretical
characterization of the network’s symmetries [11, 12].
We consider networks of N nodes, each representing an n-
dimensional oscillator xi governed by
x˙i(t) = F(xi(t)) + σ
N∑
j=1
AijH(xj(t)), (1)
where F(x) determines the uncoupled dynamics of the nodes,
σ is the global coupling strength, A = (Aij)1≤i,j≤N is the
adjacency matrix of the network, and H(x) is the coupling
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FIG. 1. Grouping of symmetry clusters in a CS pattern for a 24-node
network (detailed in Supplemental Material [38], Sec. I).
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2function. For concreteness we consider undirected and un-
weighted networks, but our theory can be extended naturally
to directed and weighted networks [32]. A CS pattern for
this system is a partition of the network into clusters of os-
cillators that are in stably synchronized states characterized
by xi(t) = xj(t) for all i and j in the same cluster. The
network can be multi-stable and thus allow for multiple CS
patterns. For a given network structure, the specific synchro-
nization pattern realized is determined by the initial condi-
tion defined by xi(0) for all i. A large set of candidate CS
patterns—whose stability depends on F, H, σ, and the state
of each cluster—can be derived from symmetries in the net-
work [11, 33, 34].
The symmetries of the network (whose structure is rep-
resented by A) are determined by the automorphism group
Aut(A), defined as the group formed by all node permutations
that hold invariant the network topology [and thus Eq. (1),
which governs the dynamics] [11, 35, 36]. Such a network-
invariant permutation i→ pi(i) satisfiesAij = Api(i)pi(j). The
orbit ϕ(G, i) of node i under the group G = Aut(A) is de-
fined as ϕ(G, i) := {pi(i) |pi ∈ G}, i.e., the set of all nodes
to which node i is mapped under all permutations in G. Since
ϕ(G, i) = ϕ(G, j) holds for all nodes j ∈ ϕ(G, i) by the
group property of G, each node in the network belongs to a
unique orbit of G. Thus, the set of all orbits of G defines
a partition of the network into symmetry clusters, forming a
candidate CS pattern. However, and central to this study, there
are potentially many other candidate CS patterns determined
in the same way by any subgroup G of Aut(A) [12] [where
below we use the term subgroup and the notation G to refer
either to Aut(A) or any of its proper subgroups]. Figure 1
shows an example of such a pattern.
For a given subgroup G and the associated candidate CS
pattern having clusters C1, . . . , CM , there are generally mul-
tiple synchronous states respecting that pattern. Each such
state {sm(t)}1≤m≤M , with xi(t) = sm(t) for all i ∈ Cm and
for all t, satisfies
s˙m = F(sm) + σ
M∑
m′=1
A˜mm′H(sm′), (2)
where we have defined A˜mm′ :=
∑
j∈Cm′ Aij with i ∈
Cm. This can be verified by substituting the synchronous
state into Eq. (1) and rewriting the summation in Eq. (1) as∑M
m′=1
∑
j∈Cm′ . Note that A˜mm′ is properly defined be-
cause the invariance of A under all permutations in G (i.e.,
Aij = Api(i)pi(j) for all pi ∈ G) can be used to show that
A˜mm′ as defined does not depend on the choice of node i
within Cm. The matrix A˜ = (A˜mm′)1≤m,m′≤M can be inter-
preted as the (possibly directed weighted) adjacency matrix
of a coarse-grained version of the original network (called a
quotient network [37]), where A˜mm′ is the number of links
from a node in Cm to the cluster Cm′ . Note also that Eq. (2)
[thus the set of possible synchronous states for Eq. (1)] is
fully determined by the candidate CS pattern and does not di-
rectly depend on the associated subgroup G (which may not
be unique in general). While similar candidate CS patterns
and the corresponding synchronous states can also be formu-
lated using symmetry groupoids [37] and external equitable
partitions [13], here we focus on those based on symmetry
(sub)groups, as they facilitate our analysis below.
Whether a given candidate CS pattern can actually be ob-
served in the system depends on whether the synchronization
of the individual clusters is stable. Different clusters are gen-
erally interrelated and, in particular, can have identical stabil-
ity, which can be described by the notion of intertwined clus-
ters [11] in the special case where G is the full automorphism
group Aut(A). However, direct extension of this notion to an
arbitrary subgroupG does not lead to a consistent definition of
intertwined clusters (Supplemental Material [38], Sec. II). Be-
low we develop a comprehensive theory that overcomes this
difficulty and fully describes the interrelationship between the
synchronization stability of the clusters in a given candidate
CS pattern. This theory will provide a unique grouping of
these clusters and the associated decoupling of the stability
equations for clusters belonging to different groups. Specifi-
cally, we will define a coordinate system in which the stabil-
ity equations for each group of clusters (denoted C1, ..., CM ′ ,
with sizes c1, . . . , cM ′ , respectively) are coupled only within
the group. The decoupled equations read:
η˙(m)κ = DF(sm)η
(m)
κ +σ
M ′∑
m′=1
cm′∑
κ′=2
B
(mm′)
κκ′ DH(sm′)η
(m′)
κ′ ,
(3)
where η(m)2 , . . . ,η
(m)
cm are variables that represent per-
turbations transverse to the synchronization manifold
{(x1, . . . ,xN ) |xi = xj for all i, j ∈ Cm} of cluster Cm,
DF and DH are the Jacobian matrices of F and H, respec-
tively, {sm(t)} is the synchronous state corresponding to
the given CS pattern, and B(mm
′)
κκ′ is the coupling coefficient
between η(m)κ and η
(m′)
κ′ . This means, in particular, that
(a) perturbations applied to a cluster in one group do not
propagate to those in other groups, (b) clusters in the same
group must have the same stability, and (c) clusters belonging
to different groups can have different stability. For a group
with M ′ = 1 (i.e., a single cluster), we will show that the
coordinate system can be chosen so that Eq. (S25) further
reduces to
η˙(m)κ =
[
DF(sm) + σλ
(m)
κ DH(sm)
]
η(m)κ , (4)
where λ(m)κ is an eigenvalue of A. This generalizes the equa-
tion defining a master stability function for the stability analy-
sis of complete synchronization (i.e., the special case M = 1)
in networks of diffusively coupled oscillators [39].
To define the grouping of the clusters C1, . . . , CM in a
given candidate CS pattern, we first categorize the nontrivial
clusters (i.e., those containing more than one node) into two
types: those that are independently synchronizable and those
that are not. We say that Cm is an independently synchroniz-
able cluster (ISC) if the network has a state in which all nodes
in Cm are synchronized while none of the other nodes are
required to be synchronized with any other nodes in the net-
work. Mathematically, such a cluster can be completely char-
acterized by the following property of the network structure:
3there is a subgroup G′ of Aut(A) for which C(G
′) contains
only the cluster Cm, where C(G
′) denotes the set of all non-
trivial clusters associated with G′. The clusters C6, . . . , C9
shown in Fig. 1 are all ISCs.
What happens if Cm is not an ISC? In that case, we can
still find a set of clusters (containing Cm) that is indepen-
dently synchronizable as a whole, i.e., the network has a state
in which all clusters in the set are synchronized (although the
node states can be different for different clusters) while other
parts of the network are not required to be synchronized. For-
mally, we define an ISC set to be a minimal such set, i.e., a set
C of nontrivial clusters satisfying the following conditions:
1) there exists a subgroup G′ for which C = C(G
′) (i.e., C
is independently synchronizable), and 2) there is no subgroup
G′′ for whichC(G
′′) is a proper subset ofC (i.e.,C is a small-
est such set). For example, the clusters C1 and C2 in Fig. 1
form an ISC set. Our definition of ISC sets thus provides a
higher-order organization of the network nodes into “clusters
of clusters”; for any given network structure and any candi-
date CS pattern [associated with some subgroup of Aut(A)],
the (nontrivial) clusters can be uniquely grouped into ISCs and
ISC sets [40]. We provide a proof of this unique grouping and
also an efficient algorithm [41] for computing the grouping
(Supplemental Material [38], Sec. III).
We now construct a cluster-based coordinate system that
leads to the decoupling in Eq. (S25). For each cluster Cm,
we first define a unit vector u(m)1 parallel to the synchro-
nization manifold for that cluster by setting its ith compo-
nent to 1/
√
cm if i ∈ Cm and zero otherwise. We then
choose any set of vectors u(m)2 , . . . ,u
(m)
cm that, together with
u
(m)
1 , form an orthonormal basis for the cm-dimensional sub-
space associated with the cluster Cm (i.e., the subspace of the
N -dimensional node coordinate space spanned by {ei}i∈Cm ,
where ei denotes the vector in which the ith component is
one and all others are zero). It can be shown using the group-
theoretical properties of the ISC sets that the corresponding
similarity transformation is guaranteed to block-diagonalize
the adjacency matrix A, with one diagonal block for each ISC
or ISC set. Applying this transformation to the variational
equations for an ISC set C1, ..., CM ′ , we obtain Eq. (S25). In
this equation, the diagonal block of the transformed A corre-
sponding to the selected ISC set is further divided into smaller
blocks B(mm
′) := (B
(mm′)
κκ′ ) representing the coupling be-
tween clusters Cm and Cm′ within the same ISC set. In con-
trast, between different ISC sets there is no coupling term in
Eq. (S25); this indicates that the CS stability of one ISC set
can be different from that of another ISC set. We can further
show that, within the same ISC set, there is no choice of a ba-
sis that would decouple the stability of different clusters. For
ISCs (i.e., those for which M ′ = 1), we can choose the ba-
sis vectors (except for u(m)1 ) to be eigenvectors of A, which
would diagonalize all the corresponding diagonal blocks of
A and decompose the variational equations into individual
eigenmodes, which leads to Eq. (4). Similar decoupling of
synchronization stability between different ISC sets can also
be established for a general class of diffusively coupled oscil-
lators (Supplemental Material [38], Sec. IV for full details).
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FIG. 2. Computational time for constructing the cluster-based coor-
dinates (N) and the IRR coordinates (•) for Erdo˝s-Re´nyi random
networks. (a) Average CPU time vs. the number of symmetries
|Aut(A)|, estimated from a sample of 103 networks with N = 12
nodes and L links. We vary L inN−1 ≤ L ≤ N(N−1)/2−2, bin
the resulting |Aut(A)| values, and calculate the average CPU time in
each bin. The IRR algorithm fails for |Aut(A)| > 5 × 104. (b) Av-
erage CPU time vs. the network size N , estimated from a sample of
100 networks with N nodes and L = N(N − 1)/2 − 5 links. The
IRR algorithm fails forN ≥ 13 because |Aut(A)| becomes too large
for such N . For both (a) and (b), only connected networks are used,
and error bars indicate the range of observed values.
Our construction of the cluster-based coordinates (see Sup-
plemental Material [38], Sec. III C for an algorithm [41]) has
significant computational advantage over the existing method
of constructing block-diagonalizing coordinates based on ir-
reducible representation (IRR) of subgroup G [11] (detailed
in Supplemental Material [38], Sec. III A). Figure 2 shows
the time it takes to compute the two coordinate systems for
G = Aut(A) as a function of |Aut(A)| and N using a sin-
gle processor core on a workstation. We observe that, as the
network size and the number of symmetries grow, the compu-
tational time grows very quickly for the IRR coordinates (and
the particular implementation fails to compute for N > 12),
while it grows much slower for the cluster-based coordinates
and appears to saturate as a function of |Aut(A)|.
The theory we established above can be used to identify
chimera states that are permanently stable, when applied to
a fully symmetric network [i.e., one in which Aut(A) has
only one symmetry cluster]. To do this, we need to con-
sider a proper subgroup of Aut(A) that has at least one ISC
strictly smaller than the network (since a chimera state re-
quires at least one stable cluster and one unstable cluster).
This suggests the following two-step procedure for finding
stable chimera states. First, we choose a fully symmetric net-
work structure that has an ISC C1 that is strictly smaller than
the network itself. Then, we find system parameters satisfying
the following conditions: (i) the complete synchronization of
the network [i.e., any state with xi(t) = s(t), ∀i in Eq. (1)]
is unstable; (ii) for each candidate CS pattern in which C1 ap-
pears, the synchronization of C1 is stable but the synchroniza-
tion of the other clusters is unstable according to Eqs. (S25)
and/or (4). These conditions are necessary for a symmetry
cluster-based chimera state to exist and persist indefinitely.
As an example of applying this approach, we consider the
electro-optic system studied in Ref. [11], whose dynamics is
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FIG. 3. Permanently chimera state in the electro-optic system de-
scribed by Eq. (5). We use β = 2pi
3
− 4σ and δ = pi
6
for a given cou-
pling strength σ. (a) Six-node ring structure of the network. Shown
in the two boxes on the right are time series of the nodes in clusters
C1 and C2 obtained from directly iterating Eq. (5) for 109 time steps
with σ = −0.55. (b) Transverse Lyapunov exponents for C1 [Λ(1)2
(magenta)] and C2 [Λ
(2)
2 (blue), Λ
(2)
3 = Λ
(2)
4 (red)], estimated over
107 ≤ t ≤ 2×107. (c–d) Last 105 iterations in the time series, where
we plot x1 against x2 (c) and x4 (d), showing only every 4th iterate
(since the state is approximately periodic with period 4). We thus see
that this is a chimera state in which C2 is stably synchronized, while
the dynamics within C1 is chaotic.
governed by a discrete-time analog of Eq. (1):
xi(t+ 1) =
[
βI(xi(t)) + σ
N∑
j=1
AijI(xj(t)) + δ
]
mod 2pi,
(5)
where xi(t) is the state variable for node i, the function
I(x) = [1 − cos(x)]/2 represents light intensity, and the pa-
rameter δ > 0 suppresses the trivial solution xi(t) ≡ 0. We
use the six-node ring network shown in Fig. 3(a), which can be
partitioned into two ISCs, C1 = {1, 4} and C2 = {2, 3, 5, 6}.
For this system, condition (i) can be verified to hold true if
σ < pi9 − 23 , β = 2pi3 − 4σ, and δ = pi6 . For condition (ii), we
only need to study the stability of states in which both C1 and
C2 are synchronized, since no smaller nontrivial cluster within
C1 is possible. Computing the transverse Lyapunov exponents
for these clusters using a discrete-time analog of Eq. (4), we
find ranges of σ for which the system satisfies condition (ii)
[Fig. 3(b)]: Λ(1)2 > 0, Λ
(2)
2 < 0, and Λ
(2)
3 = Λ
(2)
4 < 0,
where Λ(1)2 denotes the exponent for C1, while Λ
(2)
2 , Λ
(2)
3 ,
and Λ(2)4 denote the exponents for C2. Note that we always
have Λ(2)3 = Λ
(2)
4 for this system due to the degeneracy of
the eigenvalues associated with these exponents. Having veri-
fied both conditions (i) and (ii), the system is likely to exhibit
a permanent chimera state. Indeed, Fig. 3 shows the trajec-
tory of an example chimera state that emerges from a com-
pletely random initial condition and persists even after iterat-
ing Eq. (5) for 109 time steps. In this state, the dynamics of
node 1 appears chaotic with respect to that of both node 2 and
node 4 [Fig. 3(c–d)]. This provides further evidence that the
system is in a permanent stable chimera state. We also identify
permanent chimera states in larger networks using the same
approach (see Supplemental Material [38], Sec. V for details
and for a larger network example).
The theory of “clusters of clusters” we developed here an-
swers a fundamental question about how the stability of syn-
chronous clusters are interrelated. Moreover, it provides a
mechanism for a fully symmetric network to be in a perma-
nently stable state that exhibits coherence and incoherence
simultaneously. Our formulation of network-structural con-
ditions under which such chimera states are possible explain
why some networks are more likely to exhibit chimeras than
others; for example, the observed prevalence of chimera states
in star networks [24] is due to the property that any partition
of the end nodes yields a CS pattern in which all clusters are
ISCs. Our approach for finding chimera states in a fully sym-
metric network can also be applied to a given symmetry clus-
ter in an arbitrary (not necessarily fully symmetric) network to
identify sub-cluster chimeras: symmetry breaking that leads
to the coexistence of coherent and incoherent dynamics within
that cluster. We hope our work will lead to the discovery of
new patterns of synchronization that have not been anticipated
before, and also stimulate further studies on cluster synchro-
nization.
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2I. Clusters in the network of Fig. 1
The candidate CS pattern shown in Fig. 1 is defined by the subgroup
G =
〈
(1, 2), (3, 4), (1, 3)(2, 4)(5, 6), (8, 9)(10, 11)(12, 13), (15, 16), (18, 19), (20, 21), (22, 23), (23, 24)
〉
, (S1)
where (1, 2) denotes the permutation in which node 1 is swapped with node 2, while (1, 2)(3, 4) denotes the permutation in
which node 1 is swapped with node 2 as node 3 is concurrently swapped with node 4, and 〈S〉 denotes the subgroup generated
by a subset S of permutations. For this pattern the unique grouping consists of four ISCs (C6, . . . , C9) and two ISC sets
({C1, C2} and {C3, C4, C5}). For example, C9 is an ISC because C(G′) = {C9} with G′ = 〈(22, 23), (23, 24)〉, i.e., it is the
only nontrivial cluster in the CS pattern associated with G′. Similarly, {C1, C2} is an ISC set because C(G′) = {C1, C2} with
G′ = 〈(1, 3)(2, 4)(5, 6), (1, 2), (3, 4)〉.
II. Geometric decomposition and intertwined clusters
The geometric decomposition of a group G is defined to be a direct product decomposition, G = H1 × . . .×Hν × . . .×Hκ,
where H1, . . . ,Hκ are subgroups of G whose support (the set of nodes moved by the permutations in the subgroup) do not
overlap [36, S1]. When G = Aut(A), two clusters Ci and Cj are said to be intertwined if they are both orbits of the same
component Hν from the geometric decomposition of Aut(A) [11]. Direct extension of this definition of intertwined clusters to
arbitrary subgroups G would lead to ambiguity, since whether clusters are intertwined or not would generally depend on the
choice of G. An example of such a situation is shown in Fig. S1. On the one hand, the clusters C1 = {2, 3} and C2 = {4, 5}
would be classified as intertwined if the subgroupG1 = 〈(2, 3)(4, 5)〉 is used, since the geometric decomposition ofG1 has only
one component, H1 = G1, and both clusters are orbits of H1. The permutation (2, 3)(4, 5), the only permutation in G1 other
for the identity permutation, indeed moves the nodes in both clusters. On the other hand, the two clusters would be classified
as not intertwined if the subgroup G2 = 〈(2, 3), (4, 5)〉 is used, since the geometric decomposition of G2 is G2 = H1 × H2,
H1 = 〈(2, 3)〉, H2 = 〈(4, 5)〉, and C1 is an orbit of H1, while C2 is not.
1
3 42 5
FIG. S1. Example network with two nontrivial clusters, C1 = {2, 3} and C2 = {4, 5}, which can be classified either as intertwined or not
intertwined depending on the choice a subgroup.
III. Properties of ISCs and ISC sets
A. IRR for the automorphism group and its subgroups
For a given group G (such as the automorphism group Aut(A), i.e., the set of network-invariant node permutations), a matrix
representation of G, which we denote here by Γ, is defined as a function that maps each element pi ∈ G to a matrix Γ(pi)
and satisfies Γ(pi1)Γ(pi2) = Γ(pi1pi2) for any pi1, pi2 ∈ G. If there exists a matrix T such that the similarity transformation
TΓ(pi)T−1 has the same block diagonal form for all pi ∈ G, this representation Γ is called reducible. This is because any one
of the diagonal blocks defines a function mapping each pi ∈ G to a smaller matrix, serving as another matrix representation
of G, thus decomposing the original representation Γ into a combination of multiple representations. If a representation is not
reducible, it is called irreducible, and any given group G has an associated set of IRRs, Γ(1), . . . ,Γ(R). By definition, any
representation of G can be decomposed into IRRs: there exists T such that TΓ(pi)T−1 has the same block diagonal form for all
pi ∈ G and each diagonal block is one of the R irreducible representations. A matrix Γ(i)(pi) from the i-th IRR may appear as
a block in multiple locations along the diagonal, and we use ai to denote the number of times it appears in this decomposition.
This decomposition can be expressed as a direct sum Γ =
⊕R
i=1 aiΓ
(i). Here, ai is uniquely defined for a given representation
Γ, irrespective of the choice of the similarity transformation T [S2].
3In the case G is a group of automorphisms for a given N -node network [i.e., any subgroup of Aut(A)], there is a special
representation Γ comprising the N ×N permutation matrices Γ(pi), defined as Γ(pi) = [epi(1), epi(2), . . . , epi(N)], pi ∈ G, where
ei is the unit column vector whose ith component equal to one and but all other components are zero. We will use the notation
Γ for this special representation below. Note that the relation Γ(pi)A = AΓ(pi) is satisfied for each pi ∈ G because pi is an
automorphism. The transformation T that decomposes this permutation matrix representation into IRRs can be found using the
so-called projection operators defined by
P (i) :=
li
|G|
∑
pi∈G
χ(i)(pi)∗ Γ(pi), (S2)
where li is the dimension of (the matrices in) the i-th IRR, |G| is the cardinality of G, χ(i)(pi) is the trace of the li-dimensional
matrices Γ(i)(pi), and the star (∗) denotes the complex conjugate. These operators can be computed from the character table
for the group G [S2]. For each i, the operator P (i) projects the N -dimensional node coordinate space onto the ni-dimensional
subspace associated with the ith IRR, where we define ni := aili. This subspace can thus be fully characterized as the set of all
vectors satisfying the relation
P (i)u = u. (S3)
We denote an arbitrary set of ni orthonormal vectors in this subspace by t
(i)
1 , . . . , t
(i)
ni . Such orthonormal basis can be computed
from Eq. (S3) using, e.g., the singular value decomposition [11]. It is known that any two vectors belonging to the subspaces
associated with different IRRs are orthogonal [S2]. Thus, the vectors t(1)1 , . . . , t
(1)
n1 , . . . , t
(R)
1 , . . . , t
(R)
nR form a basis for the
entire N -dimensional space (since
∑R
i=1 ni = N ), and the similarity transformation that block diagonalizes matrices Γ(pi) can
be constructed as
T = [t
(1)
1 , . . . , t
(1)
n1 , . . . , t
(R)
1 , . . . , t
(R)
nR ]
T . (S4)
This defines the IRR coordinate system associated with the given group G for the given network.
B. Block diagonalization of A through cluster-based coordinate transformation
For a given subgroup G ⊆ Aut(A), the matrix that transforms into the cluster-based coordinate system defined in the main
text is
U = [u
(1)
1 , . . . ,u
(M)
1 ,u
(1)
2 , . . . ,u
(1)
c1 , . . . ,u
(M)
2 , . . . ,u
(M)
cM ]
T . (S5)
Since the basis vectors u(m)κ are chosen to be orthonormal, the matrix U is orthogonal, i.e., satisfies U−1 = UT . The similarity
transformation based on this matrix U simultaneously block diagonalizes all permutation matrices Γ(pi), pi ∈ G, i.e., UΓ(pi)U−1
is a block diagonal matrix of the form illustrated in Fig. S2(a) for all pi ∈ G. This is because, for each m, we have Γ(pi)u(m)1 =
u
(m)
1 and Γ(pi)u
(m)
κ is a linear combination of u
(m)
2 , . . . ,u
(m)
cm for any κ ≥ 2 (both of which follow from the fact that any
permutation pi ∈ G moves a node in a cluster Cm only within that cluster). This block diagonalization indicates that the
representation Γ is always reducible and that the N -dimensional space can be split into subspaces (one for each block) that
are invariant under any permutations in G. The first M one-dimensional subspaces, spanned by u(1)1 , . . . ,u
(M)
1 , correspond
to the trivial representation [and thus serves as the vectors t(1)1 , . . . , t
(1)
n1 in Eq. (S4)]. In fact, these vectors span the entire
subspace associated with the trivial representation, since a size-one diagonal block (= 1) appears in UΓ(pi)U−1 if and only if
the associated basis vector u satisfies Γ(pi)u = u for all pi ∈ G, which we can show is possible only if u is a linear combination
of the vectors u(1)1 , . . . ,u
(M)
1 . We thus have n1 = M .
We now show that the same transformation also block diagonalizes the adjacency matrix A into a similar but slightly different
form, illustrated in Fig. S2(b). The first M × M block of UAU−1 corresponds to the subspace spanned by t(1)m = u(m)1 ,
m = 1, . . . ,M , which represents the cluster synchronization manifold. The other blocks correspond to the subspaces that
are transverse to the synchronization manifold and are associated with ISCs and ISC sets. To see that UAU−1 has this block
diagonal form (after re-indexing the clusters, if needed, so that those in the same ISC set appear consecutively), suppose first
that Cm is an ISC. We will show that all components in the rows and columns corresponding to the basis vectors u
(m)
2 , . . . ,u
(m)
cm
must be zero outside the (cm − 1) × (cm − 1) diagonal block. From the definition of an ISC, there exists a subgroup G′ for
which the only nontrivial cluster is Cm. The IRR coordinates for this subgroup G′ has the form
T˜ = [t˜
(1)
1 , . . . , t˜
(1)
M˜
, t˜
(2)
1 , . . . , t˜
(2)
n˜2
, . . . , t˜
(R)
1 , . . . , t˜
(R)
n˜R
]T , (S6)
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FIG. S2. Block diagonalization using the cluster-based coordinates, illustrated using the 24-node example network and the CS pattern in Fig. 1
of the main text. (a) Block diagonal structure of UΓ(pi)U−1 common to all pi ∈ G. The first M = 12 (size-one) blocks correspond to the
synchronization manifolds for the M clusters, while the other M ′ = 9 blocks correspond to the subspaces transverse to these manifolds for
theM ′ nontrivial clusters. (b) Block diagonal structure of UAU−1. The first block corresponds to the cluster synchronization manifold, while
the other blocks correspond to ISCs and ISC sets (six blocks for the four ISCs and two ISC sets in this example). Black dots indicate nonzero
values of the matrix components.
and the cluster-based coordinates has the form
U˜ = [u˜
(1)
1 , . . . , u˜
(M˜)
1 ,u
(m)
2 , . . . ,u
(m)
cm ]
T , (S7)
where M˜ := N − cm + 1 is the number of clusters associated with subgroup G′, and we have chosen U˜ so that U and U˜ share
the same set of vectors, u(m)2 , . . . ,u
(m)
cm , associated with the cluster Cm. Since U and U˜ both define orthonormal coordinate
system for the same space, each vector in U other than u(m)2 , . . . ,u
(m)
cm can be written as a linear combination of the vectors
u˜
(1)
1 , . . . , u˜
(M˜)
1 . The same argument we used above for G, T , and U can now be applied to G
′, T˜ , and U˜ to see that T˜ can be
chosen so that u˜(m˜
′)
1 = t˜
(1)
m˜′ for each m˜
′. Thus, we can write
u
(m′)
κ′ =
M˜∑
m˜′=1
c1(κ
′,m′, m˜′) · u˜(m˜′)1 =
M˜∑
m˜′=1
c1(κ
′,m′, m˜′) · t˜(1)m˜′ (S8)
for all m′ 6= m with κ′ = 2, . . . , cm′ and for all m′ with κ′ = 1, where c1(κ′,m′, m˜′) are constant coefficients. Also, since
u˜
(1)
1 , . . . , u˜
(M˜)
1 are the only vectors that belong to the subspace associated with the trivial representation of G
′, the vectors
u
(m)
2 , . . . ,u
(m)
cm in U˜ must be associated with other IRRs. Thus, these vectors can be expressed as linear combinations of the
basis vectors corresponding to the nontrivial IRRs:
u(m)κ =
R∑
i=2
n˜i∑
m˜=1
c2(κ, i, m˜) · t˜(i)m˜ for κ = 2, . . . , cm. (S9)
Using Eqs. (S8) and (S9), the component of UAU−1 in the row corresponding to the vector u(m)κ and the column corresponding
to the vector u(m
′)
κ′ can be written as
(u(m)κ )
TAu
(m′)
κ′ =
[
R∑
i=2
n˜i∑
m˜=1
c2(κ, i, m˜) · t˜(i)m˜
]T
·A ·
[
M˜∑
m˜′=1
c1(κ
′,m′, m˜′) · t˜(1)m˜′
]
=
R∑
i=2
n˜i∑
m˜=1
M˜∑
m˜′=1
c2(κ, i, m˜) · c1(κ′,m′, m˜′) ·
[(
t˜
(i)
m˜
)T ·A · t˜(1)m˜′ ],
(S10)
5for all m′ 6= m with κ = 2, . . . , cm and κ′ = 2, . . . , cm′ , as well as for all m′ with κ = 2, . . . , cm and κ′ = 1 (in which
case this component is outside the diagonal block corresponding to the cluster Cm). Let P˜ (1) denote the projection operator
defined by Eq. (S2) for the trivial representation of G′. Because each permutation matrix Γ(pi) commutes with A, so does P˜ (1)
[which follows directly from Eq. (S2)]. Using this and applying Eq. (S3) to a basis vector u = t(1)m˜′ for the subspace associated
with the trivial representation, we have P˜ (1)At(1)m˜′ = AP˜
(1)t
(1)
m˜′ = At
(1)
m˜′ , implying that the vector At
(1)
m˜′ also belongs to the
same subspace. Since two vectors are known to be orthogonal if they belong to the subspaces associated with different IRRs,
this leads to
(
t˜
(i)
m˜
)T · At˜(1)m˜′ = 0 whenever i 6= 1. Thus, the component of UAU−1 in Eq. (S10) is zero, since each term in
the summation is zero. A similar argument can be used to show that (u(m
′)
κ′ )
TAu
(m)
κ is also zero. For an ISC set, we use the
subgroup G′ from condition (1) in the definition of ISC sets to define T˜ and U˜ . A similar argument can then be made to show
that (u(m)κ )TAu
(m′)
κ′ = (u
(m′)
κ′ )
TAu
(m)
κ = 0, where m indexes the clusters in the ISC set and m′ the other clusters. Altogether,
we have shown that all components of UAU−1 outside the diagonal blocks are zero, as illustrated in Fig. S2.
Next we show that cluster-based coordinates cannot further block diagonalize those blocks associated with ISC sets. Let
C := {C1, . . . , CM ′} denote an arbitrary ISC set (after suitable re-indexing of the clusters). It is sufficient to show that
the corresponding block cannot be transformed into a block diagonal form with two blocks, one corresponding to the set of
clusters C1 := {C1, . . . , CM ′′} and the other to the set C2 := {CM ′′+1, . . . , CM ′}, by any choice of the basis vectors u(m)κ ,
1 ≤ m ≤ M ′, 2 ≤ κ ≤ cm. We prove this by contradiction. Suppose there is a choice of matrix U achieving such further
block diagonalization. We will show that this implies the existence of a subgroup G′′ ⊆ Aut(A) satisfying C(G′′) = C1, which
violates the assumption that C is an ISC set (specifically, the second condition in the definition of an ISC set). We first define
G′′ to be the set of all permutations that can be obtained from restricting node movements of pi ∈ G to within the clusters in C1
(which is possible because no pi ∈ G moves nodes between C1 and C2). Since G′′ is just a restriction of G to a subset of nodes,
it is straightforward to show that it satisfies all the requirement to be a group (the closure and associativity properties, as well as
the existence of the identity and the inverse elements) and that C(G
′′) = C1 (i.e., that the set of all nontrivial clusters in the CS
pattern generated by G′′ is exactly C1). We are thus left to show that G′′ ⊆ Aut(A). Let pi ∈ G be the permutation from which
pi′′ ∈ G′′ is obtained by restricting to C1. Since Γ(pi′′) is the permutation matrix obtained from Γ(pi) by moving all 1’s in the
rows not corresponding to C1 to the diagonal, UΓ(pi′′)U−1 is obtained from UΓ(pi)U−1 by replacing the diagonal blocks not
corresponding to C1 by identity matrices of suitable sizes. From the relation Γ(pi)A = AΓ(pi), we have
UΓ(pi)U−1 · UAU−1 = UAU−1 · UΓ(pi)U−1, (S11)
i.e., the matrices UΓ(pi)U−1 and UAU−1 commute. This commutativity property actually holds for individual diagonal blocks
of UAU−1 because each diagonal block of UΓ(pi)U−1 is contained in a diagonal block of UAU−1 (see Fig. S2). Due to the
structure of UΓ(pi′′)U−1 just mentioned, we have
UΓ(pi′′)U−1 · UAU−1 = UAU−1 · UΓ(pi′′)U−1, (S12)
and hence
Γ(pi′′)A = AΓ(pi′′), (S13)
implying that pi′′ is an automorphism. Since this argument is valid for an arbitrary pi′′ ∈ G′′, we have G′′ ⊆ Aut(A) and thus
conclude that G′′ is a subgroup of Aut(A) satisfying C(G
′′) = C1, contradicting the initial assumption that C is an ISC set.
Therefore, the diagonal block in UAU−1 corresponding to C cannot be further block diagonalized with smaller diagonal blocks
representing proper subsets of C.
Finally, we note that the basis vectors u(m)κ with κ ≥ 2 corresponding to ISCs can be chosen to be eigenvectors of A, since
the network is assumed to be undirected. This is because UAU−1 = UAUT is symmetric (since A is symmetric), and this
makes each block of UAU−1 also symmetric and thus diagonalizable. For a given ISC Cm, we can use the eigenvectors of
the corresponding diagonal block of UAU−1 to construct eigenvectors of A that are linear combinations of u(m)2 , . . . ,u
(m)
cm and
span the subspace transverse to the synchronization manifold of Cm. These eigenvectors can thus be used as the basis vectors to
replace u(m)2 , . . . ,u
(m)
cm , which would fully diagonalize the diagonal block and make the corresponding eigenvectors appear on
the diagonal of that block.
C. Algorithm for computing the coordinate transformation
In this section we describe how to compute the cluster-based coordinate transformation matrix U in Eq. (S5) for a given
(undirected) network (with adjacency matrix A) and a given candidate CS pattern (with clusters C1, . . . , CM ). The first M
6vectors are computed directly from their definition in the main text (i.e., the ith component of u(m)1 equals 1/
√
cm if i ∈ Cm
and zero otherwise). For each cluster Cm, the corresponding (transverse) vectors u
(m)
2 , . . . ,u
(m)
cm are constructed from an initial
set of (linearly independent) vectors, composed of u(m)1 and the unit vectors ei, i ∈ Cm (where the ith component of ei is
one while all the other components are zero). We then replace the vectors ei with new vectors u
(m)
κ using the Gram-Schmidt
process, which ensures that u(m)1 , . . . ,u
(m)
cm form an orthonormal set of vectors that span the subspace associated with cluster
Cm. This yields a matrix U that meets all the requirements, except possibly the need of re-indexing the clusters. We check if
we need to re-index, we search for a nonzero off-diagonal block associated with two different clusters. If there is such a block,
we re-index the clusters to make those two clusters appear consecutively and re-define U . Repeating this until there is no such
block, we have obtain U that block diagonalizes A as described in Sec. III B. If Cm is an ISC, we can replace u
(m)
2 , . . . ,u
(m)
cm
with eigenvectors to diagonalize the corresponding block Bm in B = UAU−1. Computing the eigenvectors of Bm, we obtain
an orthogonal matrix V = (Vκκ′)2≤κ,κ′≤cm for which
V BmV
T =
λ(m)2 . . .
λ
(m)
cm
 . (S14)
We then replace u(m)κ by v
(m)
κ :=
∑cm
κ′=2 Vκκ′u
(m)
κ′ , which can be shown to be an eigenvector of A. Thus, with this replacement
for each ISC, the matrix U diagonalizes all the diagonal blocks of A corresponding to ISCs.
We provide [41] an implementation of the algorithm above in Python (filename: grouping_clusters.py) as well as
a convenient software tool (filename: all_CS_patterns.sage) for choosing a candidate CS pattern valid for a given
network, implemented using SageMath [S3]. For a given A, we first obtain a set of generators for the automorphism group,
Aut(A). We then partition this set into support-disjoint subsets, where we recall that the support of a set of generators is
defined to be the set of nodes that move under some generator in the set. This partition defines the geometric decomposition,
Aut(A) = H1× · · · ×Hν × · · · ×HK , where the subgroup Hν is generated by the νth subset of generators in the partition. It is
called “geometric” since it also partitions the network into non-overlapping subsets of nodes (i.e., the support of Hν’s), and the
nodes in each set move only under the permutations in one specific subgroup Hν . We then use SageMath to compute a list of
all subgroups of each Hν , which together determine all possible partitions of the support of Hν into clusters. By choosing one
partition for each Hν and combining them, we obtain a valid candidate CS pattern.
D. Unique grouping of clusters into ISCs and ISC sets
We first show that, for any given subgroup G and the associated candidate CS pattern, we can always partition the set of all
nontrivial clusters, C0 := C(G) = {C1, . . . , CM ′}, into ISCs and ISC sets. To do this, we use the following recursive procedure
to define a sequence of partitions ofC0, denotedP1,P2, . . . ,where each partitionPi consists of disjoint subsets ofC0 satisfying
condition (1) in the definition of ISC sets:
1. Define P1 to be the partition consisting of only the set C0 [which satisfies condition (1) because C(G) = C0].
2. For each i = 2, 3, . . . , define Pi from Pi−1 by applying the following to each set in Pi−1 [which is assumed to satisfy
condition (1)]:
(a) If the set additionally satisfies condition (2) or contains only one cluster, then include it in Pi.
(b) If the set does not satisfy condition (2), then split it into two disjoint subsets that satisfy condition (1) and include
both in Pi. (We will show below that this is always possible.)
3. Repeat step 2 until all sets in Pi satisfy one of the two conditions in step 2(a).
Since the number of clusters in C0 is finite, this procedure will eventually stop. The partition obtained at the end will consist
only of ISCs and ISC sets, since in addition to satisfying condition (1) each set in this partition will either additionally satisfies
condition (2) (in which case it is an ISC set) or contain only one cluster [which must be an ISC because the set satisfies
condition (1)].
To see why we can always perform step 2(b) above, suppose thatC satisfying condition (1) but not condition (2). This implies
that there is a subgroup G1 for which C1 := C(G1) is a proper subset of C. The subset C1 thus satisfies condition (1). We are
left with showing that the subset C2 := C − C1 of remaining clusters also satisfy condition (1). We apply to the set C1 the
same argument we applied to an ISC set in Sec. III B in showing block diagonalization of A, noting that the argument relies only
the fact that the ISC set satisfies condition (1) and not condition (2). It follows that the components in the rows and columns of
UAU−1 corresponding to C1 but outside the diagonal block are all zero. In particular, the diagonal block corresponding to C is
7block diagonalized with smaller diagonal blocks corresponding to C1 and C2. This implies that we can now apply the argument
from the same section for the impossibility of further block diagonalization of the block associated with an ISC set. It follows
that the group G2 obtained by restricting G to node movements within C2 satisfies G2 ⊆ Aut(A) and C(G2) = C2, and thus
satisfies condition (1). This shows that step 2(b) above can always be performed.
We now show the uniqueness of the partition obtained by the procedure above by contradiction. Suppose we have two different
partitions. This implies that there are two different but overlapping ISC sets within C0, which can be expressed as C1 ∪ C2
and C2 ∪ C3, where Ci, i = 1, 2, 3 are disjoint, non-empty subsets of C0. Consider the diagonal block of UAU−1 using the
cluster-based coordinates in Eq. (S5) after re-indexing the clusters so thatC1,C2,C3 appear consecutively (in that order). Since
C1 ∪ C2 is an ISC set, the argument in Sec. III B can be used to see that the diagonal sub-block corresponding to C1 ∪ C2
is separate from that corresponding to C3. Similarly, the diagonal sub-block corresponding to C2 ∪ C3 is separate from that
corresponding to C1. Putting these two assertions together, we see that the diagonal sub-blocks corresponding to all three sets
are actually separate from each other. This implies that we can use the argument in Sec. III B to show that there exists a subgroup
G2 ⊆ Aut(A) such that C(G2) = C2. This violates the condition (2) for C1 ∪C2 to be an ISC set, which is a contradiction.
E. Efficient algorithm to identify the unique grouping
The recursive procedure described in Sec. III D provides an algorithm for finding the unique grouping of the clusters into
ISCs and ISC sets, but it is inefficient because step 2 requires searching through all possible subgroups of Aut(A), which is
computationally very expensive. A better approach is to use the efficient construction of the matrix U and its ability to block
diagonalizeA. To find the unique grouping, we simply need to constructU following the algorithm described in Sec. III C, which
identifies an ISC set as a set of clusters associated with the same diagonal block inB = UAU−1. Our Python implementation of
the cluster-based coordinate algorithm [41] (filename: grouping_clusters.py) also computes the unique grouping using
this approach.
IV. Cluster-based coordinate system and stability analysis
A. Decoupling of stability equations
For a given candidate CS pattern C1, . . . , CM (with C1, . . . , CM ′ being the nontrivial clusters), the variational equation of
Eq. (1) in the main text around a synchronous state sm satisfying Eq. (2) is given by
δx˙i = DF(sm)δxi + σ
M∑
m′=1
∑
j∈Cm′
AijDH(sm′)δxj , (S15)
for each i ∈ Cm, m = 1, . . . ,M , where δxi := xi − sm is the deviation from the synchronous state for node i. Changing
into the cluster-based coordinates defined in the main text, we obtain new variables, η(m)κ :=
∑
i∈Cm u
(m)
κi δxi, m = 1, . . . ,M ,
κ = 1, . . . , cm, where u
(m)
κi is the i-th component of the basis vector u
(m)
κ (which is nonzero only for i ∈ Cm). Using the
fact that U in Eq. (S5) is an orthogonal matrix, we can invert this relation and write δxi =
∑cm
κ=1 u
(m)
κi η
(m)
κ , where m is
the index of the cluster to which node i belong (i.e., i ∈ Cm). From the same fact, we also have the orthonormality relation∑
i∈Cm u
(m)
κi u
(m′)
κ′i = (u
(m)
κ )Tu
(m′)
κ′ = δmm′δκκ′ . Using these relations, we rewrite Eq. (S15) in terms of the variables η
(m)
κ :
η˙(m)κ =
∑
i∈Cm
u
(m)
κi δx˙i =
∑
i∈Cm
u
(m)
κi
[
DF(sm)δxi + σ
M∑
m′=1
∑
j∈Cm′
AijDH(sm′)δxj
]
= DF(sm)
cm∑
κ′=1
∑
i∈Cm
u
(m)
κi u
(m)
κ′i η
(m)
κ′ + σ
M∑
m′=1
DH(sm′)
cm′∑
κ′=1
∑
i∈Cm
∑
j∈Cm′
u
(m)
κi Aiju
(m′)
κ′j η
(m′)
κ′
= DF(sm)η
(m)
κ + σ
M∑
m′=1
DH(sm′)
cm′∑
κ′=1
B
(mm′)
κκ′ η
(m′)
κ′
= DF(sm)η
(m)
κ + σ
M ′∑
m′=1
cm′∑
κ′=2
B
(mm′)
κκ′ DH(sm′)η
(m′)
κ′
(S16)
8for m = 1, . . . ,M and κ = 2, . . . , cm (corresponding to the perturbations transverse to the cluster synchronization manifold),
where we used the definition
B
(mm′)
κκ′ := (u
(m)
κ )
TAu
(m′)
κ′ =
∑
i∈Cm
∑
j∈Cm′
u
(m)
κi Aiju
(m′)
κ′j , (S17)
the result from Sec. III B that B(mm
′)
κ1 = 0 for all m
′ = 1, . . . ,M [see Eq. (S10) and the argument following it], and the fact that
for m′ > M ′ (i.e., for a trivial cluster) we have cm′ = 1 and thus the summation
∑cm′
κ′=2 in Eq. (S16) does not exist. This proves
Eq. (3) in the main text. The results from Sec. III B also implies that B(mm
′)
κκ′ = 0 whenever m and m
′ correspond to different
ISCs or ISC sets, and that no choice of coordinates can make B(mm
′)
κκ′ all zero for m and m
′ corresponding to different clusters
within the same ISC set. These, in the context of Eq. (S16), establish our claim that the synchronization stability of clusters
belonging to different ISCs and ISC sets are decoupled, while those within the same ISC set cannot be.
When the basis vectors u(m)κ with κ ≥ 2 corresponding to ISCs are chosen to be eigenvectors of A, as was shown to be
possible in Sec. III B, we have B(mm)κκ′ = λ
(m)
κ δκκ′ , κ = 2, . . . , cm, where λ
(m)
κ denotes the eigenvalue associated with the
eigenvector u(m)κ . Noting that in this case B
(mm′)
κκ′ = 0 holds true whenever m
′ 6= m, Eq. (S16) becomes
η˙(m)κ = DF(sm)η
(m)
κ + σ
cm∑
κ′=2
B
(mm)
κκ′ DH(sm)η
(m)
κ′
=
[
DF(sm) + σλ
(m)
κ DH(sm)
]
η(m)κ ,
(S18)
thus establishing Eq. (4) in the main text.
B. Extension to networks of diffusively coupled oscillators
Our results on the decoupling of cluster synchronization stability can be extended to the general class of systems with diffusive
coupling (including Kuramoto-like systems) whose dynamics is governed by
x˙i(t) = F(xi(t)) + σ
N∑
j=1
AijH(xj(t)− xi(t)). (S19)
For a synchronous state sm associated with a given candidate CS pattern C1, . . . , CM (with C1, . . . , CM ′ being the nontrivial
clusters), the equation analogous to Eq. (2) in the main text is
s˙m = F(sm) + σ
M∑
m′=1
A˜mm′H(sm′ − sm). (S20)
The variational equations of Eq. (S19) around the synchronous state is
δx˙i = DF(sm)δxi − σ
M∑
m′=1
∑
k∈Cm′
AikDH(sm′ − sm)δxi + σ
M∑
m′=1
∑
j∈Cm′
AijDH(sm′ − sm)δxj
= DF(sm)δxi − σ
M∑
m′=1
A˜mm′DH(sm′ − sm)δxi + σ
M∑
m′=1
∑
j∈Cm′
AijDH(sm′ − sm)δxj .
(S21)
9Using the cluster-based coordinate transformation and following the derivation in Sec. IV A, we rewrite Eq. (S21) as
η˙(m)κ =
∑
i∈Cm
u
(m)
κi δx˙i
=
∑
i∈Cm
u
(m)
κi
[
DF(sm)δxi − σ
M∑
m′=1
A˜mm′DH(sm′ − sm)δxi + σ
M∑
m′=1
∑
j∈Cm′
AijDH(sm′ − sm)δxj
]
= DF(sm)
cm∑
κ′=1
∑
i∈Cm
u
(m)
κi u
(m)
κ′i η
(m)
κ′ − σ
M∑
m′=1
A˜mm′DH(sm′ − sm)
cm∑
κ′=1
∑
i∈Cm
u
(m)
κi u
(m)
κ′i η
(m)
κ′
+ σ
M∑
m′=1
DH(sm′ − sm)
cm′∑
κ′=1
∑
i∈Cm
∑
j∈Cm′
u
(m)
κi Aiju
(m′)
κ′j η
(m′)
κ′
= DF(sm)η
(m)
κ − σ
M∑
m′=1
A˜mm′DH(sm′ − sm)η(m)κ + σ
M∑
m′=1
DH(sm′ − sm)
cm′∑
κ′=1
B
(mm′)
κκ′ η
(m′)
κ′
=
[
DF(sm)− σ
M∑
m′=1
A˜mm′DH(sm′ − sm)
]
η(m)κ + σ
M ′∑
m′=1
cm′∑
κ′=2
B
(mm′)
κκ′ DH(sm′ − sm)η(m
′)
κ′
(S22)
for m = 1, . . . ,M and κ = 2, . . . , cm. When the basis vectors u
(m)
κ with κ ≥ 2 corresponding to ISCs are chosen to be
eigenvectors of A, as done in Sec. IV A, the equation becomes
η˙(m)κ =
[
DF(sm)− σ
M∑
m′=1
A˜mm′DH(sm′ − sm)
]
η(m)κ + σ
cm∑
κ′=2
B
(mm)
κκ′ DH(0)η
(m)
κ′
=
[
DF(sm)− σ
M∑
m′=1
A˜mm′DH(sm′ − sm) + σDH(0)λ(m)κ
]
η(m)κ .
(S23)
In this case, the stability of an ISC or ISC set explicitly depends on the states sm′ of the clusters in other ISCs or ISC sets due to
the presence of the second term in the square brackets, which stems from the diffusive nature of the coupling in Eq. (S19).
V. Application: Permanently stable chimeras in electro-optic networks
A. State and stability equations
We consider the electro-optic system described by Eq. (5) of the main text. For this system, the equation for a cluster
synchronous state [Eq. (2)], reads
sm(t+ 1) =
[
βI(sm(t)) + σ
M∑
m′=1
A˜mm′I(sm′(t)) + δ
]
mod 2pi, (S24)
where we recall I(x) = [1− cos(x)]/2. The decoupled stability equation [Eq. (3)] reads
η(m)κ (t+ 1) = β I ′(sm(t)) · η(m)κ (t) + σ
M ′∑
m′=1
cm′∑
κ′=2
I ′(sm′(t))B(mm
′)
κκ′ · η(m
′)
κ′ (t)
=
β
2
sin(sm(t)) · η(m)κ (t) +
σ
2
M ′∑
m′=1
cm′∑
κ′=2
B
(mm′)
κκ′ sin(sm′(t)) · η(m
′)
κ′ (t),
(S25)
while the diagonalized version of the equation for ISCs [Eq. (4)] reads
η(m)κ (t+ 1) =
[
β I ′(sm(t)) + σλ(m)κ I ′(sm(t))
]
· η(m)κ (t)
=
1
2
(
β + σλ(m)κ
)
sin(sm(t)) · η(m)κ (t).
(S26)
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FIG. S3. Ring network of N = 2k nodes, each with 2(k − 1) neighbors. (a) Network structure. Node 1 is connected to all the other nodes
except for node k+1, located on the opposite side of the ring (red links). Each node is connected to the rest of the network in the same manner
(not shown for visual clarity). (b) Class of two-cluster candidate CS patterns for the network, in which clusters C1 and C2 have 2k1 and 2k2
nodes, respectively (where k1 + k2 = k).
For the network structure, we consider a ring of N = 2k nodes, each connected to 2(k − 1) neighbors, as illustrated in
Fig. S3(a).
The N ×N adjacency matrix is given by
A =

k︷ ︸︸ ︷
0 1 · · · 1
k︷ ︸︸ ︷
0 1 · · · 1
1 0
. . .
... 1 0
. . .
......
. . . . . . 1
...
. . . . . . 1
1 · · · 1 0 1 · · · 1 0
0 1 · · · 1 0 1 · · · 1
1 0
. . .
... 1 0
. . .
......
. . . . . . 1
...
. . . . . . 1
1 · · · 1 0 1 · · · 1 0

. (S27)
This network has a number of candidate CS patterns, among which is the one with a single cluster C1 = {1, . . . , 2k} (corre-
sponding to the complete synchronization of all nodes) and a class of two-cluster patterns with
C1 = {
k1︷ ︸︸ ︷
1, . . . , k1,
k1︷ ︸︸ ︷
k + 1, . . . , k + k1},
C2 = {︸ ︷︷ ︸
k2
k1 + 1, . . . , k, ︸ ︷︷ ︸
k2
k + k1 + 1, . . . , 2k},
(S28)
which are illustrated in Fig. S3(b).
B. Stability of complete synchronization
The completely synchronous state, xi(t) = s(t), i = 1, . . . , N , can be regarded as a special case of cluster synchronization
with CS pattern consisting of a single cluster C1 = {1, . . . , N} (which is an ISC). Thus, s(t) satisfies Eq. (S24), which for this
CS pattern reads
s(t+ 1) =
[(
β + σ(N − 2)) I(s(t)) + δ]mod 2pi. (S29)
11
To analyze the stability of this state, we choose the columns of the coordinate transformation matrix U in Eq. (S5) to be
eigenvectors of A:
U =

1/
√
N u1,2 · · · u1,k 1/
√
N u1,2 · · · u1,N
...
...
...
...
...
...
1/
√
N uk,2 · · · uk,k 1/
√
N uk,2 · · · uk,N
1/
√
N u1,2 · · · u1,k −1/
√
N −u1,2 · · · −u1,N
...
...
...
...
...
...
1/
√
N uk,2 · · · uk,k −1/
√
N −uk,2 · · · −uk,N

, (S30)
where ui,κ are selected to satisfy
u1,κ + · · ·+ uk,κ = 0, u21,κ + · · ·+ u2k,κ = 1, u1,κu1,κ′ + · · ·+ uk,κuk,κ′ = 0 (S31)
for each κ, κ′ = 2, . . . , k, κ 6= κ′, to ensure the orthonormality of the column vectors. This U fully diagonalize A, with the
eigenvalues N − 2, −2, and 0 appearing on the diagonal:
B = UAU−1 =

N−2
−2
. . .
−2
0
. . .
0

. (S32)
With the matrix U in Eq. (S30), the stability equation (S26) becomes
ηκ(t+ 1) =
(β
2
− σ
)
sin(s(t)) · ηκ(t), κ = 2, . . . , k, (S33)
ηκ(t+ 1) =
β
2
sin(s(t)) · ηκ(t), κ = k + 1, . . . , 2k, (S34)
where we suppressed the cluster index m because there is only one cluster in this case.
Using these results, we now derive a sufficient condition that implies condition (i) for permanent chimera states in the main
text (i.e., that the complete synchronization of the network is unstable). On the one hand, from Eq. (S29) and the fact that
0 ≤ I(x) = [1− cos(x)]/2 ≤ 1, we see that s(t) remains in the interval I := [δ, β + σ(N − 2) + δ] if β + σ(N − 2) > 0. On
the other hand, from Eqs. (S33) and (S34), the complete synchronization is unstable if either
∣∣(β
2 − σ
)
sin(s(t))
∣∣ > 1 for all t or
|β|
2 | sin(s(t))| > 1 for all t. Combining these two assertions, a sufficient condition can be expressed as
min
x∈I
∣∣sin(x)∣∣ > 2 ·min{ 1|β − 2σ| , 1|β|
}
. (S35)
For β + σ(N − 2) = 2pi3 > 0 and δ = pi6 , we have I = [pi6 , 5pi6 ], and hence minx∈I
∣∣sin(x)∣∣ = 12 . In this case, the sufficient
condition above can be shown to be satisfied if σ < − 6−pi3k or σ > 6+pi3k . Thus, a set of parameter choices that guarantee that the
complete synchronization is unstable can be expressed as
σ ∈
(
−∞,−6− pi
3k
)
∪
(6 + pi
3k
,∞
)
, β =
2pi
3
− 2σ(k − 1), δ = pi
6
. (S36)
One can search in this set for cases that also satisfy condition (ii) for permanent chimera states in the main text, which would
require analyzing the synchronization stability of clusters in other CS patterns.
C. Stability of two-cluster CS patterns
For the candidate CS pattern of the form Eq. (S28) [illustrated in Fig. S3(b)], we have
A˜ =
[
2(k1 − 1) 2k2
2k1 2(k2 − 1)
]
. (S37)
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With this, Eq. (S24) for the synchronous state, xi(t) = sm(t), i ∈ Cm, becomes
s1(t+ 1) =
[(
β + 2σ(k1 − 1)
)I(s1(t)) + 2σk2I(s2(t)) + δ]mod 2pi,
s2(t+ 1) =
[(
β + 2σ(k2 − 1)
)I(s2(t)) + 2σk1I(s1(t)) + δ]mod 2pi. (S38)
We note that the adjacency matrix in Eq. (S27) has the following special structure associated with the two-cluster pattern:
A =

k1︷ ︸︸ ︷
0 1 · · · 1
k2︷ ︸︸ ︷
1 · · · · · · 1
k1︷ ︸︸ ︷
0 1 · · · 1
k2︷ ︸︸ ︷
1 · · · · · · 1
1 0
. . .
...
...
... 1 0
. . .
...
...
......
. . . . . . 1
...
...
...
. . . . . . 1
...
...
1 · · · 1 0 1 · · · · · · 1 1 · · · 1 0 1 · · · · · · 1
1 · · · · · · 1 0 1 · · · 1 1 · · · · · · 1 0 1 · · · 1... ... 1 0 . . . ... ... ... 1 0 . . . ...... ... ... . . . . . . 1 ... ... ... . . . . . . 1
1 · · · · · · 1 1 · · · 1 0 1 · · · · · · 1 1 · · · 1 0
0 1 · · · 1 1 · · · · · · 1 0 1 · · · 1 1 · · · · · · 1
1 0
. . .
...
...
... 1 0
. . .
...
...
......
. . . . . . 1
...
...
...
. . . . . . 1
...
...
1 · · · 1 0 1 · · · · · · 1 1 · · · 1 0 1 · · · · · · 1
1 · · · · · · 1 0 1 · · · 1 1 · · · · · · 1 0 1 · · · 1... ... 1 0 . . . ... ... ... 1 0 . . . ...... ... ... . . . . . . 1 ... ... ... . . . . . . 1
1 · · · · · · 1 1 · · · 1 0 1 · · · · · · 1 1 · · · 1 0

. (S39)
Taking advantage of this form, the cluster-based coordinate transformation matrix U can be chosen as
UT =
[
u
(1)
1 ,u
(2)
1
∣∣∣u(1)2 , . . . ,u(1)k1 ∣∣∣u(1)k1+1, . . . ,u(1)2k1 ∣∣∣u(2)2 , . . . ,u(2)k2 ∣∣∣u(2)k2+1, . . . ,u(2)2k2]
=

1√
2k1
u
(1)
1,2 · · · u(1)1,k1 1√2k1 u
(1)
1,2 · · · u(1)1,k1
...
...
...
...
...
...
1√
2k1
u
(1)
k1,2
· · · u(1)k1,k1 1√2k1 u
(1)
k1,2
· · · u(1)k1,k1
1√
2k2
u
(2)
1,2 · · · u(2)1,k2 1√2k2 u
(2)
1,2 · · · u(2)1,k2
...
...
...
...
...
...
1√
2k2
u
(2)
k2,2
· · · u(2)k2,k2 1√2k2 u
(2)
k2,2
· · · u(2)k2,k2
1√
2k1
u
(1)
1,2 · · · u(1)1,k1 −1√2k1 −u
(1)
1,2 · · · −u(1)1,k1
...
...
...
...
...
...
1√
2k1
u
(1)
k1,2
· · · u(1)k1,k1 −1√2k1 −u
(1)
k1,2
· · · −u(1)k1,k1
1√
2k2
u
(2)
1,2 · · · u(2)1,k2 −1√2k2 −u
(2)
1,2 · · · −u(2)1,k2
...
...
...
...
...
...
1√
2k2
u
(2)
k2,2
· · · u(2)k2,k2 −1√2k2 −u
(2)
k2,2
· · · −u(2)k2,k2

,
(S40)
where u(m)i,κ are selected to satisfy
u
(m)
1,κ + · · ·+ u(m)km,κ = 0,
(
u
(m)
1,κ
)2
+ · · ·+ (u(m)km,κ)2 = 1, u(m)1,κ u(m)1,κ′ + · · ·+ u(m)km,κu(m)km,κ′ = 0 (S41)
for each κ, κ′ = 2, . . . , km, κ 6= κ′, m = 1, 2, to ensure the orthonormality of the column vectors. This choice of basis
vectors guarantees that u(m)2 , . . . ,u
(m)
km
and u(m)km+1, . . . ,u
(m)
2km
are eigenvectors ofA associated with eigenvalues λ(m)κ = −2 and
13
λ
(m)
κ = 0, respectively. With this coordinate transformation matrix U , the adjacency matrix A is block diagonalized as
B = UAU−1 =

2(k1 − 1) 2
√
k1k2
2
√
k1k2 2(k2 − 1) k1−1︷ ︸︸ ︷
− 2
. . .
−2
k1︷ ︸︸ ︷
0
. . .
0
k2−1︷ ︸︸ ︷
− 2
. . .
−2
k2︷ ︸︸ ︷
0
. . .
0

, (S42)
and the stability equation (S26) becomes
η(1)κ (t+ 1) =
(β
2
− σ
)
sin(s1(t)) · η(1)κ (t), κ = 2, . . . , k1, (S43)
η(1)κ (t+ 1) =
β
2
sin(s1(t)) · η(1)κ (t), κ = k1 + 1, . . . , 2k1, (S44)
η(2)κ (t+ 1) =
(β
2
− σ
)
sin(s2(t)) · η(2)κ (t), κ = 2, . . . , k2, (S45)
η(2)κ (t+ 1) =
β
2
sin(s2(t)) · η(2)κ (t), κ = k2 + 1, . . . , 2k2. (S46)
These equations, together with s1(t) and s2(t) computed by iterating Eq. (S38), define the Lyapunov exponents Λ
(m)
κ that
determine the transverse stability of the two-cluster synchronous state. There are a total of (N − 2) transverse Lyapunov
exponents, but since there are only four types of stability equations, we have at most four distinct values for these exponents:
Λ
(1)
2 = · · · = Λ(1)k1 , Λ
(1)
k1+1
= · · · = Λ(1)2k1 , Λ
(2)
2 = · · · = Λ(2)k2 , Λ
(2)
k2+1
= · · · = Λ(2)2k2 . (S47)
The exponents Λ(1)2 and Λ
(1)
k1+1
determines the synchronization stability of cluster C1, which is independent from the synchro-
nization stability of C2, determined by Λ
(2)
2 and Λ
(2)
k2+1
.
D. Example: The chimera state of Fig. 3
In this case the network is of size N = 2k = 6, and the candidate set of parameters in Eq. (S36), which ensures that complete
synchronization is unstable, are given by β = 2pi3 − 4σ, δ = pi6 , and either σ < − 6−pi9 ≈ −0.32 or σ > 6+pi9 ≈ 1.02. The CS
pattern considered in Fig. 3 (with two ISCs, C1 = {1, 4} and C2 = {2, 3, 5, 6}, associated with the subgroups G1 = 〈(1, 4)〉
and G2 = 〈(2, 6)(3, 5), (2, 3)(6, 5)〉, respectively) is a special case of the two-cluster patterns analyzed in the previous section,
in which k1 = 1 and k2 = 2. The transverse Lyapunov exponents Λ
(1)
2 , Λ
(2)
2 , and Λ
(2)
3 (= Λ
(2)
4 ), shown in Fig. 3(b) for a range
of σ, are numerically determined from Eq. (S38) and Eqs. (S43–S46). We take σ = −0.55 [indicated by the vertical dashed
line in Fig. 3(b)], which makes the synchronization stable for C2 (i.e., Λ
(2)
2 < 0 and Λ
(2)
3 = Λ
(2)
4 < 0) and unstable for C1
(i.e., Λ(1)2 > 0). Since C1 (being of size two) cannot be broken into smaller nontrivial clusters, condition (ii) for permanent
chimera states is satisfied for this parameter choice. A trajectory starting from a random initial condition, shown in Fig. 3(a),
indeed exhibits chimera behavior up to t = 109. We observe that the system converges to a four-band chaotic attractor within
the synchronization manifold of the cluster C2 given by {(x1, . . . , x6) |x2 = x3 = x5 = x6}, which is shown in Fig. S4. This
in particular eliminates the possibility that the cluster C1 is in a state of generalized synchronization, in which x1 and x4 are
related by a function [1]. Since the conditions we discussed above are satisfied for a range of σ, β and δ, we expect permanently
stable chimera states to be common in this system and be robust against parameter changes.
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FIG. S4. Four-band chaotic dynamics of the system considered in Fig. 3 of the main text. The state variable x1 is plotted against x2 (a) and x4
(b) using the last 105 iterations of the same trajectory (of length 109) used in Fig. 3(c–d). To show the continuity of the chaotic bands in the
full phase space (which is periodic, with xi = 0 and xi = 2pi identified), we translate each xi as xi → xi − 2pi when pi < xi ≤ 2pi to change
the numerical range of xi to [−pi, pi]. The blue arrows indicate the order in which the trajectory visits the four bands.
E. Example: Chimera state in a larger network
Here we consider the network with N = 2k = 10 nodes. Setting k = 5 in Eq. (S36), we see that complete synchronization is
unstable if β = 2pi3 − 8σ, δ = pi6 , and either σ < − 6−pi15 ≈ −0.19 or σ > 6+pi15 ≈ 0.61. We consider the candidate two-cluster
CS pattern with k1 = 1 and k2 = 4. This pattern consists of two clusters, C1 = {1, 6} and C2 = {2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10}, which
are confirmed to be ISCs because the existence of the subgroups G1 = 〈(1, 6)〉 and G2 = 〈(2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10)〉, respectively.
The corresponding synchronous state, s1(t) and s2(t), satisfy Eq. (S38). The synchronization stability is determined by the
transverse Lyapunov exponents Λ(1)2 , Λ
(2)
2 = Λ
(2)
3 = Λ
(2)
4 , and Λ
(2)
5 = · · · = Λ(2)8 , which we compute numerically from
Eq. (S38) and Eqs. (S43–S46). The exponents are shown in Fig. S5 as functions of σ. Taking σ = −0.37, we observe Λ(1)2 > 0,
Λ
(2)
2 < 0, and Λ
(2)
5 < 0, which makes the synchronization of C1 unstable while keeping the synchronization of C2 stable. We
see that condition (ii) for permanent chimera states is satisfied, sinceC1 has only two nodes and cannot be further partitioned into
nontrivial clusters. Starting a trajectory close to the cluster synchronization manifold [i.e., xi(0) ≈ 1 for i ∈ C1 and xi(0) ≈ 2
for i ∈ C2], we indeed observe a chimera state that appears to be permanently stable, in which C1 (i.e., x1 and x6) exhibit
two-dimensional chaos and all nodes in C2 are (chaotically) synchronized, as shown in Figs. S6 and S7.
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FIG. S5. Transverse Lyapunov exponents vs. coupling strength σ for the two-cluster CS pattern with C1 = {1, 6} and C2 =
{2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10}. The exponent Λ(1)2 (red curve) is for cluster C1, while Λ(2)2 = Λ(2)3 = Λ(2)4 (blue curve) and Λ(2)5 = · · · = Λ(2)8
(magenta curve) are for cluster C2. We use β = 2pi3 −8σ and δ = pi6 . Taking σ = −0.37 (downward arrow) makes C1 unstable and C2 stable.
(a) (b)
FIG. S6. Chimera state of a ten-node ring network with a two-node incoherent cluster C1 = {1, 6} and an eight-node stably synchronized
cluster C2 = {2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10}. We plot xi(t) for the nodes in (a) C1 and in (b) C2, showing only the last 100 iterations of a trajectory
of length 109. We use parameters σ = −0.37, β = 2pi
3
− 8σ, δ = pi
6
, and an initial condition with xi(0) ≈ 1 for i ∈ C1 and xi(0) ≈ 2 for
i ∈ C2.
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FIG. S7. Chaotic dynamics of the chimera state in Fig. S6. (a) Projection onto the (x1, x6)-plane, showing the dynamics of nodes in C1. (b)
Projection onto the (x1, x2)-plane, showing the dynamics a node in C1 against a node in the other cluster, C2. Only the last 105 points are
shown in the trajectory of length 109.
